
Engine type: 14.0 Liter V16

Displacement: 14018 cc (855.3 cubic inches)

V-angle:  100 degrees

Compression ratio: 11.0:1

Valve configuration: Overhead valves, 2 per cylinder

Valve lifters: Hydraulic roller

Firing order: 1-12-8-11-7-14-5-16-4-15-3-10-6-9-2-13 

Bore x stroke: 104.78 x 101.6 mm

Fuel system: Sequential fuel injection

Fuel type:   Premium unleaded

Horsepower:  1200 hp (SAE Certified)

Torque:  900 lb-ft (SAE Certified)

Fuel shut off: 6500 rpm

 Block:  356-T6 sand cast aluminum

 Cylinder bores: Linerless Nicom coated parent aluminum

 Cylinder head: 356-T6 sand cast aluminum
 

Intake manifold: Carbon runner and plenum, dual throttle body

Exhaust manifold: 321 Stainless steel headers

 Main bearing caps: Billet steel

 Crankshaft: Billet 4340 steel

 Camshaft: Billet 8620 VAR steel

 Connecting rods: Forged 4340 steel

 Pistons:  Forged 4032 aluminum

 Valves:  Forged titanium
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	{67FF07E7-9667-4FA2-BC1A-AB3F094C1BA5}: The Natalia SLS 2 sport luxury sedan, the world's first $2 million production automobile, will be completely distinctive from bumper to bumper. It will be the world's fastest, most technologically-advanced, and finest four-door sport luxury sedan in transportation history. The Natalia promises to feature dozens of innovations never seen before in any production automobile. Here are just a few of the planned, advanced features. DiMora Motorcar V16 Volcano EngineAt the heart of every great motorcar is a great engine. The DiMora Volcano V16 engine will produce 1200 horsepower, yet will offer excellent gas mileage by using variable-cylinder technology and an unusually lightweight engine block. The design, casting, and materials will set it apart from all prior engine technology. Fuel SystemThe fuel system will use cutting-edge technology that we anticipate will yield a dramatic increase in gas mileage, while boosting performance and decreasing emissions to the point that a catalytic converter should not be needed. Aerospace Body ConstructionThe chassis and body will use advanced aerospace materials and construction techniques to give superior strength at a weight easily 1,500 pounds less than luxury vehicles its same size. This weight advantage will further improve gas mileage and performance. The strength will add to the driver's and passengers' safety. More than 60 Onboard Computer SystemsThe Natalia technology will be driven by the most sophisticated computer systems ever used in an automobile. They will be tightly integrated to control the vehicle's performance, safety, comfort, communications, and entertainment. Four-wheel Drive and Four-wheel SteeringThe drive train and steering systems will afford superior maneuverability, handling, and safety. Variable SuspensionThe unique suspension system will provide a smoother ride than in any luxury sedan with the performance characteristics of the finest sports cars. Paint The Natalia will use revolutionary paint technology. One optional feature of the paint will be to allow the automobile to change from black or blue when it's cool outside to white when it's hot.  Bumpers The Natalia will be the first production automobile to use a patented new design and material technology for its bumpers. Low speed impacts will result in minimal damage beyond a paint scratch. At higher speeds, the bumper will perform its most important function: minimizing harm to the passengers. Vision Enhancement The Natalia will incorporate night vision into the head-up windshield display. Additionally, external cameras throughout the automobile will feed the head-up display to eliminate all blind spots. HeadlightsThe headlights will house small video screens and a video projector. These will display any Natalia video stream: movies from the automobile's DVD player, satellite TV broadcasts, live video coming from any of the automobile's cameras, or a professional video about the automobile and our sponsors. Thus, the automobile will be able to tell the viewer about Natalia and our sponsors while parked. Next-generation Lighting SystemsThe Natalia will make use of sophisticated LED and fiber-optic lighting inside and out to give effects normally reserved for Hollywood productions. Among its many uses, lighting will be adjusted through the biofeedback system to help keep the driver alert. Handicapped-assisting Front Passenger SeatThe front passenger seat will glide forward, rotate 90 degrees, and transport the passenger to the sidewalk or a wheelchair. No other production automobile offers this as a standard feature. NASA Foam Technology The interior will feature NASA foam technology combined with a newly-created gel lining and newly-created leather. This will provide unparalleled interior comfort.  115v or 230v AC Outlets Since we all carry many electronic devices, how nice it will be to have normal electric outlets to plug them into. This is the kind of attention to detail that helps make the Natalia unique. Wireless Personal ComputerThere will be a full-function, hand-held Windows personal computer that is 4.9" x 3.4" x 0.9" and weighs 14 ounces. It will have one gigabyte of memory, a 100 gigabyte hard drive, its own keyboard, and a full complement of ports. It will wirelessly connect to an external monitor, full-size keyboard, the Internet, and a portable printer, while in or out of the automobile. Retractable TV Screens and BarThe back-seat passengers will enjoy remote-controlled, retractable TV screens and bar. The large-screen TVs will use directed-sound technology so each person can watch different programming without the sound disturbing others without the use of headphones. Thermally-controlled Cup HoldersEnhanced design blends the cup holders with the luxurious interior while keeping your drinks hot or cold at the touch of a switch. A fiber-optic ring will glow dimly, either red or blue, as it heats or cools the drink. A Woman's TouchWe will create an elegantly-stated, limited-production purse, a $12,000 value that will be included with each Natalia SLS 2. 
	{8FD263A6-EE38-487A-BD10-CD11C63355F7}: To create the Natalia interactive 3D PDF, a 30 MB Unigraphics NX2 CAD file was converted using Right Hemisphere's Deep Exploration CAD Edition v5.0 software.  The resulting high resolution polygonal file after conversion had 1.2 million polygons.  The next step was to optimize or "reduce" the polygons down as small as possible while retaining the visual fidelity of Natalia SLS 2.  This is done manually by selecting areas of interest such as the wheels and using the Polygon Reduction Tool within Deep Exploration CAD Edition. You can dynamically reduce the polygonal 3D model while viewing the results.  The goal of this process was to cut the Natalia 3D model polygon count by half or more, and retain as much visual fidelity as possible.  By reducing the amount of polygons, you are essentially reducing the file size of the final interactive 3D PDF. Once the Natalia 3D model had been reduced to 553,318 polygons, materials were applied to the 3D model to make it look as photorealistic as possible.  Model views were then created so that the camera within the PDF could animate to these predefined views, guiding the end user in the interactive 3D experience. The base PDF Template before any interactive 3D controls where added was designed in Adobe Illustrator CS which supports the exporting of PDF layers.  The PDF was opened in Adobe Acrobat 3D v8.1, and the various 3D controls were added to specific PDF layers to change the vehicles model views, exterior colors, engine specifications and various user interface tab visibility. The 3D controls were added to the PDF using Right Hemisphere's PDF Template Designer v2.0, a plug-in to Adobe Acrobat Professional or Adobe Acrobat 3D that is including in Right Hemisphere's Deep Exploration software.  Once the final interactive 3D PDF Template was created in Acrobat 3D then the PDF was then saved to disk, and was ready for the 3D publishing process. The final Natalia 3D model created in Deep Exploration CAD Edition with model views was saved as a .RH file to disk and then was published to the final interactive 3D PDF Template using Deep Exploration CAD Edition 5.0.  This required no JavaScript programming. The resulting PDF is what you see in Adobe Acrobat Reader 8.1 or Adobe Acrobat Pro v8.1 or Acrobat 3D v8.1 products. Natalia SLS 2 Class A Exterior Surfacing By: Rod TrenneWebsite: www.trennetechnologies.com CAD Design Software: Unigraphics NX2 CAD File Size: 30 MB PDF Demo Creator: Lars Olson Company: Right Hemisphere Website: www.righthemisphere.com Demo Created In: Right Hemisphere's Deep Exploration CAD Edition 5.02, Adobe Acrobat 3D v8.1 Right Hemisphere .RH file size: 4.5 MB PDF Template Size:  750 KB PDF File Size: 5.9 MB.  
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